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Welcome to the Artists Alliance Barbados 2019 in
Review where we look back on our performance
and forward to our future.
The 2019 exhibition schedule was diverse and
multifaceted, comprising sixteen shows including
our first long call and two four-hour shows
installed and dismantled within eight-hour
windows, and two open studios tours. All of this
against a backdrop of economic contractions and
the usual challenges of the visual arts sector.

OPERATIONS
The exhibitions were funded by Artists Alliance
Barbados and generated no profits. Overall, sales
were low in comparison to previous years and of
the 16 shows mounted, five did not return any
sales whatsoever. We were grateful to receive
two grants for Manifesto that were applied to
security and lighting costs and to Museum of
Parliament staff overtime costs.
Yet we pressed on fueled by the impassioned
vision of the dedicated core team who continue to
work without remuneration and by the drive of
artists for diverse opportunities to educate the
public, encourage collectors and display and sell
their work.
GOVERNANCE
In May the Corporate Affairs and Intellectual
Property Office (CAIPO) registered Artists Alliance
Barbados as a non-profit company and Barbados
Revenue Authority (BRA) assigned a TIN (tax
identification number). As a nonprofit aaB can
receive grants from development institutions,
benefit from incentives offered by the state and
receive contributions that are tax deductible to
individuals and corporations.
Our flat governance model supports the
transformative dynamic of growth and the sharing
of leadership, knowledge and skills. The core team
is committed to continuing the vital work to
develop contemporary platforms for the visual
arts in Barbados.
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The exhibitions were complemented by
demonstrations, artists’ talks and knowledge
sessions, a school activity and a public pottery
session. We included other artists groups to
benefit from the opportunities we secured, joined
a few table discussions and pushed for
opportunities.
It was also an interesting period as we embarked
on two small development programmes: one to
cultivate arts journalism and the other curatorial
exploration and development. We look forward to
their first fruits in 2020.

All reports indicate aaB is doing a good job, but the
impact and scale of our development initiatives is
dependent on the skills sets and amount of
support we can mobilize. Much has been
accomplished but there is much more to be done.
There is no shortage of ideas but we must employ
strategies to give them life. We need to boost our
fundraising, marketing and advocacy. Steps were
taken in 2019 toward addressing these areas and
we will build on them in 2020.
OUTREACH
We have worked diligently to secure opportunities
for visual artists, reaching out to a number of
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agencies with one successful outcome and
expectations that the others will develop into the
future.
With success we lobbied the Registrar of the
Supreme Court of Barbados to open the building
to the visual arts and in November, the Court
hosted an exhibition of works of the five artists
who have won the NIFCA Governor General Award
for Excellence.
We are keen to see more public art across
Barbados and made interventions with two state
agencies for visual artists to add value to their
communities and national projects. We asked the
Royal Barbados Police Force to work with us to
transform the decommissioned guns, knives and
other weapons into public art sculptures for high
risk communities. While this proposal was
appreciated at some levels, unfortunately those
rich and durable materials were pulverized and
sent to the landfill. We aim to continue our
advocacy.

started in 2017 as a “movement” to bring art to
people with popup exhibitions in public spaces
and in this it has been successful. It has provided
a model for other artists and service providers to
explore and popups are now quite common.
History shows that once a movement has
succeeded, it risks losing relevance. If the
movement wants to remain active, it has to evolve
through transformative actions or risk becoming
obsolete. We see more artists organizing around
their common goals and operating within multiple
groups. The next step is for the groups to mutually
support each other.

Secondly, we had several conversations with the
management of the National Botanical Gardens
advocating for artists to be involved in the overall
design, to design sculptures and as event
attractions. We remain expectant and have
provided a list of the 3-D artists for reference
when public art commissions are being
considered.
We heard your calls for studio space and prepared
a concept paper for converting the former Louis
Lynch Secondary School into a creative complex
for the visual arts with private studios, shared
spaces, dormitories, and even offered a unique
funding plan. We remain grateful to Ambassador
David Comissiong for continuing to advocate with
the various state departments on our behalf.
INTO THE FUTURE
Showcasing the work of artists is an ongoing focus
of the aaB programme, but we have to admit that
the visual arts sector is in a rut when it comes to
sales. Transformation work is required and we
need a system-shifting response. For the most
part, the visual arts in Barbados is still “private art”
- art made by an individual to be acquired by
another individual for restricted viewing and
appreciation.
During 2020 Artists Alliance Barbados will rethink
its role in the Barbados visual arts sector. It
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The transformative effect of art on a society /
community is well documented. Societal
interaction and response are crucial and for 2020
we will foster activities to catch people’s
attention. We will continue our thrust to mount
art is public spaces with some exciting approaches.
We need to create a deeper understanding and
love for art by all sectors in the society. We need
to build cooperative solidarity if we want this
transition.
Our strategic priorities are to build on the
foundation laid, especially keeping art in the
public’s eye, and to consolidate and expand
partnerships and linkages which will support
artists’ prosperity to take the Barbados visual arts
sector to higher levels.

APPRECIATION
Our success is a result of the combined effort of
artists, hosts, patrons, buyers and sponsors and
we are deeply appreciative of your support during
2019:
The Artists with whom we have sustained
confidence.
Our Hosts:
• H.E. Ambassador Pandiani and Staff, The
Embassy of the Argentina
• Sir Paul Altman and Vanita Comissiong,
Grove Gallery
• Father John Rogers, St. George Parish
Church
• Leslie Novel and Staff, Norman Centre
• Parliament of Barbados
• Barbados National Trust
• Standards Distributors
The unwavering support of our patrons and
buyers.
The continued support of Corporate Barbados.

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11 Group Shows
Resolutions
Offerings
Codrington College Open House
Tango Club at Barbados Defense Force
Manifesto
Sweet Spots
The Print 2019
The Tee Show
Season of Emancipation
A Whole Nuddah Story
Artists Studio Tours Barbados Popup

•
•
•

3 Solo Artist
Sylvester Clarke - Expressions
Retro future Landscape - Kraig Yearwood
Nala - Malcontent

•

The generosity of Peter Boos Family Foundation.
Likewise, our government partners, in particular
the Minister of Creative Economy, Culture and
Sport, the Hon. John King who facilitated our
access to the Parliament of Barbados and funded
the cost associated with it.

•

The reliability of our friends who in true Bajan
fashion lend a hand here and a hand there:
• Mgraffix
• William Cummins
• Arden Bradshaw
• Christopher Harper

•
•

•

•
•

Other Arts Groups:
• Contemporary Studios Ceramics
• Fresh Milk Barbados

•

The hosts of the Barbados events calendars who
give our exhibitions top billing:
• Visual Arts Barbados Publication
• What’s on in Barbados

•

THANK YOU.

•

3 Artists Collectives
Contemporary Studios Ceramics
o Form and Fire I
o Form and Fire II
United Artists
o Msanii
6pm Splash
o Four Men One Gallery
2 One-Day Shows
Codrington College Open House
Tango Event @ Barbados Defense Force
5 Knowledge Exchange Sessions
Wax Resist Demo with Heide Berger
African Ancestral Knowledge with Neter
Goddard
Ceramic Experiences with Contemporary
Studios Ceramics
Presenting Work to a Gallery with Vania
Comissiong and Grove Gallery
Presentation by Yu Gao with Fresh Milk
Barbados
2 Open Studios Tours
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